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Introduction 3

realized that the religion consists of both deity and temple. One part would not survive without the
other.

Modern North-East Indian temples are very different from their counter parts of yester
years. In the ancient period the temples of North-East India enjoyed much freedom with Islamic
Invasion, the Hindus were forced to continue it within four walls of their homes. The reason was

that there was theriskoftheirdeities being molester or forcibly taken awaybythe invading outsiders.
Gradually the social customs of the Hindus degraded to a great extent. So the temple lost their
ancient glory, they were reduced to worship as house-hold drudges.

The North-East Indian arts are meant to create healthy tradition of friendship and brotherhood.
The arts are carved with an intention to strengthen our social life and we should never forget this.
The arts are different and depend on traditions but are bound by one culture. It is called Indian
culture.

The arts in North-East India can bedivided into two types such asnatural and religious. The
natural artsare connected withvarious scene ofnative. Most ofthe religious arts are related to our
legends or myths or religious beliefs. Some of them are connected with the memories of some
great men or women or some past incidents. The religious arts are quite related to man and his
customs, faiths, traditions, myths etc. They are varied as the Indians. The religious art includes all
Hindu temples. Churches, Mosques, Buddhist places, Jainism, sculptures, religious places,
monuments, images etc. Each of these arts has sits own specialtyand signifies in a special manner

The arts carry noble ideas of masterminds. They contain evergreen thoughts and when we
comeacross them, these thoughts unconsciously creep into our minds and make us enlightened.
When we are deserted by our human friends, we turn to books for aid and advice. The art is a limb
of the book.

The artisans have pasteurized the social life over the sculpture and architecture according to
that period and environment in a synthetic manner. So it is very difficult task to find out the
significance, importance of each glittering stars from those precious gifts. It is a main source and
authentic one to studyfor research in the rightpath. Each temple, religious places, emphasizes the
pasthistory and the sculpture and art within it are glittering pages. It makes us conscious of our
greater responsibilities. The cool morning breeze of art sings to us in silence the voices of past
glory.

We Indians are bound by one culture i.e., Indian Culture. But religion feeling is gaining its
ground everywhere in the country. The various art and architecture of different corner are its
burning example where one can identify iteasily. When the people ofaparticular region orreligion
feel that they are capable and we have our own merit thought, then they harbor regional feelings
and demand to impact a separate theme oftheir own. This fetal object takes them to right way to
show something done. The people go to the extent only when they feel necessary.

The Indians are very religious. The temple is held very sacred by them. The temple holds a
holy shrine inside it. On the shrine there is aholy image. Sometimes we see more than one idol on
the shrine. They all are worshipped with equal devotion.

In North-East India most of the temples are ancient and age-old. Some of them had been
founded by the famous kings of North-East India. Such temples are full of art and architecture.
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Jainism 7

Jain Caves

Bajra Gada and Kokalha

The Monolithic caves ofKumarsuni hill ofBajragada, Laxmi Mundia Hill cave ofKokalaba dignify
the massive simplicity and skillful carving of caves, temples and sculptures. They reveal asense of
precision of the stone cutter, in as much as huge pieces were cut from asingle block of stone. The
caves cut down from solid granite rocks by the local artisan have astyle of their own. The poUsh
and the skill with which they have carved to impart brilliancy to these stone monuments is another
feature of the art. This primitive art raised the position of handicraft and the status and dignity of
high art in this vassal and inspired religious faith and culture among the inhabitants.

The monastic needs produced rock-cut architecture ofgreat importance in North-East India.
Alarge number of temples, halls and places of residence for monks were hewn out of solid rocks.
The caves that served the purpose of residence of the Jain monks were plain buildings. The caves,
which were used for prayer worship and meditation were extensive halls known as Chaityas. A
Chaitya consisted of along rectangular haU, rounded at the rear end.

The Jaina caves at Kumarsuni Hill of Bajragada and Laxmi Mundia Hill of Kokalaba were
excavated during the period ranging from 103 B.C. to 150 A.D. and 550 A.D. to 650 A.D.,
respectively, by the then Rajas who were Jain by religion.'®' The sculptures of these caves revea
more crude and coarse workmanship and regional outlook compared to those of Udayagiri^
Khandagiri near Bhubaneswar. The cave Kumarsuni hill is single storied and Laxmi Mundia is four
storied, where as the Jain caves ofUdayagiri and Khandagiri have two storied. The Ram Vihar, the
Chichai (named after aqueen of one important ruler) tank, Ranaghanta complex, etc. brought to
spit ofJainism and Jain architecture. The places also eliminate the gaps ofart culture ofGhumusar
to some ridiculous distance. After the death ofMahavir, Jainism was divided into two sects such as
Swetamber and Digamber. The followers ofJainism ofSouth Orissa were the devotees ofDigamber
Sect. Sambhu Yasha ofMudgal Dynast/®' as well as the Kings ofSindur and Mandara'̂ ' was followers
ofDigamber sect ofJainism. The sect of Digamber influenced the Bajra Gada and Kokolaba areas.

Ranaghanta Temple and Ranaghanta Forest

In the village Tarasingi, twenty-five Kilometers away from Bhanjanagara, RanaghanU temple found
in Ranaghanta Forest belongs to Century A.D. worshipped by Janu Ghantia. This forest adjoins
the Laxmi Mundia Pahada of Kokalaba where there are five east faced caves excavated during this
period. - - r

At the foot of the forest complex there is Ranaghanta temple at the side of Tarasingi. In e
deep forest the people are worshipping two bells weighing two and halfKilograms approxi y
and alength of eight inch and six inch, respectively. There is amolding of five centimeters on the
center ofupper halfpart of the beUs. The two clappers of the beUs are being worshipped separately
at Tarasingi village in awest-faced temple. One clapper is cylindrical measuring a ° ^
inches and diameter of half inch and having a ring on the upper to attac itwi e e . e
other clapper, which has a central hole, is unique and rare in it. T e ower par o i is roun
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